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ABOUT THIS BOOK
When Catherine moves several hundred miles away from her sister,
Helen says, ‘Phone calls aren’t enough’, but they make it easier to edit
the truth. Helen can dismiss Gilbert and his enchanted Factory as
‘weird’ when she’s never met him, and Catherine think Helen foolish
for loving the unreliable and dangerous Joe. Neither sees the perils
concealed in what they have not told each other, or guesses at the
sinister connection between their separate lives.
A Message from the Other Side is a novel about love and marriage, but
even more about hatred and the damage people do to each other in
the most ordinary of families.

SALES & MARKETING HIGHLIGHTS
‘Suspenseful and intriguing, this novel
about two sisters who move on from
boring first husbands to sexy second
ones, offers many insights into the
stages of love and loss.’
-Jane Rogers
‘Forsyth writes with warmth and
sensitivity. ’
-The Times
‘A writer who evokes in plain, elegant
prose and resonant dialogue the lives
of ordinary, decent people.’
-The Scotsman
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novels and many short stories and poems
published in anthologies and magazines.
She worked for many years in Education,
including teaching in a Young Offenders’
Institution in the North of England, then
latterly in Highland as the strategic lead
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